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This is a facsimile reproduction of a naturalist's diary for the year 1906. Edith Holden recorded in

words and paintings the flora and fauna of the British countryside through the changing seasons of

the year.
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Had my copy of this book for many years was very touched by the beauty of the illustrations and the

keen observations. There is art and poetry everywhere! This is a woman who treasured every day

and saw the wonder that is freely given to everyone. True riches for those who have the eyes and

heart to receive them. I love this book and have bought a copy to share with a very special friend

who will love it too. There is so much in the world that is disheartening. Seeing Edith Holden's

painting and her choice of verses and comments confirms that there is a grand plan and this beauty

does not occur by accident. A visual, but not overt reminder that "His eye is on the sparrow... etc.". It

is enriching and comforting and so beautiful. Most people want to or try to keep a diary at some

point. She has really done it wonderfully. Thank you  for making it possible to share this loveliness

with a new and appreciative reader.

Beautiful book, or diary!! It's a copy but i can still appreciate the beauty in the words this lady wrote

and the beauty in her watercolor work. I would love to one day, look at the original copy of this....its

certainly would be inspiring!!!



Some relation found...their long-dead relation's lovely illustrated one-year journal of the nature

(mostly the small animals and plants) around her. Edith Holden drew/painted lovely watercolor pics

of the small nature around her (see the two birds, flowers on cover). She combined comments on

each month's weather, and includes both bits of poetry/quotes and that month's christian

holidays.Her lovely one-year illustrated journal was lost amongst her family's papers...and

rediscovered in the 1970s. Used copies of her lovely work would be great for the art journalist/the

nature lover/the watercolor fan...and anyone else who loves the artwork and brief

quotes/observations of an intelligent woman on the natural world around her.`

I originally bought this book to cut up and use in my journals. I just CANNOT do that! I LOVE the

illustrations! In fact, I ordered another copy to take with me on our vacation for inspiration!

Love the calendar. Expected the month name to appear on the images like in the book. Use the

images to post on Facebook for each month.

Interesting reading with beautiful illustrations!

This is a delightful volume. The whimsy and old adages are a joy to read. I am using this to awaken

a love for nature study in my children.

The book was just as described.Highly recommend this seller.Thanks!
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